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Abstract. Ultrasound mid-air haptic (UMH) devices are promising for
tactile feedback in virtual reality (VR), as they do not require users to
be tethered to, hold, or wear any device. This approach is less cumber-
some, easy to set up, can simplify tracking, and leaves the hands free for
concurrent interactions. This chapter explores work conducted at CNRS-
IRISA dealing with the challenges arising from the integration of UMH
interfaces in immersive VR through three main axes. These are discussed
in the wider context of the state-of-the-art on UMH for augmented and
virtual reality, and illustrated through several VR use-cases.
A first axis deals with device integration into the VR ecosystem. Inter-
action in immersive VR is based on the synergy between complex input
devices allowing real-time tracking of the user and multimodal feedback
devices delivering a coherent visual, auditory and haptic picture of a sim-
ulated virtual environment (VE). Using UMH in immersive VR therefore
hinges on integrating UMH devices such that their operation does not
interfere with other input and feedback devices. It is also critical to en-
sure that UMH feedback is adequately synchronised and co-located with
respect to other stimuli, and delivered within a workspace that is compat-
ible with that of VR interaction. Regarding this final point, we propose
PUMAH, a robotic solution for increasing the usable workspace of UMH
devices.
The second and third axes, respectively, focus on stimulus perception
and rendering of VE properties. Virtual object properties can be ren-
dered in a variety of ways, through e.g. amplitude modulation (AM)
or spatio-temporal modulation (STM), with many parameters (modula-
tion frequency, spatial sampling, etc.) coming into play, raising questions
about the limits of the design space.
To tackle this challenge, we begin by conducting psychophysical experi-
mentation to understand the usable ranges for stimulus parameters and
understand the perceptual implications of stimulus design choices. We
propose an open-source software framework intended to facilitate UMH
stimulus design and perceptual evaluation. These results in turn serve
as the basis for the design and evaluation of rendering schemes for VR.
Using amplitude variations along a focal point path in STM, we investi-
gate the possibility of rendering geometric details and in a second step,
sensations of stiffness in VR.

? This research has received funding from the EU’s H2020 research and innovation
programme (grant agreement No 801413, project “H-Reality”).
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1 Introduction

The preceding chapters offered a broad view of ultrasound mid-air haptics (UMH),
highlighting challenges and perspectives in design and interaction across multi-
ple application domains. In contrast, the present chapter focuses specifically on
applications to immersive virtual reality (VR). As such, it serves as somewhat
of a bridge between the broader application-independent considerations tackled
previously and lower-level UMH rendering and device integration considerations
which are dealt with in depth in subsequent chapters. Our work echoes previous
considerations relating to UMH’s role in supporting multimodal interaction, user
experience and agency in interactions, in the context of using UMH to support
VR interaction where inputs to different sensory modalities are fully independent
from one another.

The field of VR has developed dramatically over the past decade, thanks in
large part to the wide availability of cheap, high-quality head-mounted displays
(HMDs) and high-performance graphics processors.

Echoing the early evolution of human-computer interaction (HCI), haptics
has been absent or at least slow to be integrated into the VR interaction loop.
As was previously noted in relation to touchless user interfaces (Chapter “Aug-
menting Automotive Gesture Infotainment Interfaces Through Mid-Air Haptic
Icon Design”), interaction with digital content inherently lacks natural touch,
and VR is no exception to this. Yet, in VR interactions dominated by vision and
audio, the addition of the sense of touch has been shown to enhance interaction
(e.g. [54]), increase realism (e.g. [55,80]) and improve immersion (e.g. [67,70]).

Immersive VR relies on the use of a HMD worn by the user, blocking out
vision and hearing of the real environment while rendering a full 3D visual scene
with immersive audio and, depending on the application, some forms of haptic
feedback. In its current form, immersive VR however does not occlude the user’s
real world perception of smell, taste and touch, both though user’s proprioception
and contact with the real environment.

Interaction is considered as the reciprocal action of the user on the computer
system implementing a VR environment through various input devices, and of
said computer system on the user through various feedback devices (see Fig. 1).
Haptic feedback enhances interaction by enriching the action of the system on
the user, providing additional immediate and informative feedback, in particular
during contact with and manipulation of virtual objects (green frame in Fig. 1).
We define realism as the quality of the representation of a virtual environment
(VE) to the user in a way that is accurate and true to the VE’s internal structure
and rules. Haptic feedback can increase realism by providing sensations corre-
sponding to the virtual physical processes occurring in the virtual environment
(purple frame in Fig. 1). Immersion can be understood as the result of a human-
computer interface’s capability to remove or mask as many real world sensations
as possible, and to substitute them with sensations corresponding to the VE [57].
Haptic feedback thus improves immersion by stimulating an otherwise unused
sensory modality, which would tend to anchor the user in the perception of the
real environment rather than that of the VE (red frame in Fig. 1). In addition,
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Fig. 1. The HCI interaction loop as applied to immersive VR. Multiple input devices
acquire the user’s state and actions, which can be mapped to the user’s avatar, i.e.
their virtual representation in the simulated virtual environment (VE), or to other
VE properties. The state of said VE and its actions on the avatar in turn generate
outputs which are fed to the multiple feedback devices interfacing with the user. In
immersive VR, these feedback devices have the specific characteristic of blocking out
real-world sensory inputs for vision and hearing thanks to the HMD, replacing them
with sensory inputs related to the VE. Regarding touch, the real-world sensory inputs
from the user’s proprioception and contact with the their physical environment are not
masked, but rather overlaid with virtual sensory inputs from various haptic feedback
devices. The broad areas where haptic feedback can provide benefits are circled in green,
purple and red respectively for enhanced interaction, improved realism and improved
user immersion. The shaded boxes highlight the three axes discussed in this Chapter:
device integration (red), stimulus perception (blue), and rendering (yellow).

or as a byproduct of the former, added haptics in interaction with virtual envi-
ronments appears to have positive effects on user presence [46], engagement and
affective response [73], as well as factors relating to embodiment – in particular
sense of agency [13].

A wide variety of haptic technologies have been applied to achieve these im-
provements, for the most part relying on direct physical contact between the user
and an actuator. These encompass grounded force-feedback (e.g. [11]), exoskele-
tons (e.g. [48]), wearables (e.g. [76]), tangible objects (e.g. [81]) and encounter-
type haptic devices (e.g. [56]), to name a few. In contrast, contactless haptics
aim to provide the benefits of haptic feedback discussed above in contexts where
direct physical contact between the user and the interface is not desired [1,10].
Ultrasound mid-air haptics (UMH) [28,8] provides an interesting recent addition
to this arsenal of technologies, combining the general benefits from contactless
haptics with benefits specific to the stimuli delivered by ultrasound interfaces.
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UMH and its many applications have been reviewed in detail by Rakkolainen et
al. [69].

There are many potential benefits to using contactless haptics when inter-
acting with virtual environments. Removing unwanted physical contact with a
controller or actuator may improve interaction by freeing up the hand from
constraining devices. This in turn can facilitate better manipulation of virtual
objects and ease tracking. Freeing up the hand also allows concurrent manipu-
lation, for example of tangible objects, without impeding real world touch feed-
back when it is desired. Physical contact may also be undesirable for the sake of
improved immersion. Contactless interfaces achieve the best possible interface
transparency by preventing any haptic stimuli arising from the contact of the
actuator on the user’s skin [69]. This improved immersion also translates to an
advantage for VE designers as contactless devices do not constrains VR interac-
tion design to match the unavoidable perceived actuator properties (e.g. forcing
the user’s avatar to wear gloves or a wristband to match haptic devices worn in
the real world and thus maintain immersion). A final potential advantage from
the absence of contact comes from the perspective of user safety and hygiene. As
no physical contact between the user and actuator takes place, there is a reduced
risk of user injury from the device or contact with contaminated surfaces. While
the latter point may not be as prominent of an issue as for e.g. digital signage
[12], it may still be relevant e.g. in medical AR and VR applications. It should
be noted that some of these benefits are not specific to immersive virtual envi-
ronments and are also discussed in chapters ”Augmenting Automotive Gesture
Infotainment Interfaces Through Mid-Air Haptic Icon Design” and ”Modula-
tion Methods for Ultrasound Midair Haptics” through the lens of touchless user
interfaces for interacting with digital content.

In addition to the general benefits of contactless haptic interfaces over contact
haptics, UMH devices provide many specific opportunities for VR applications.
Ultrasound devices are capable of delivering a variety of sensations ranging from
light pressure and vibrotactile stimuli [8] to sensations of airflow [26] and thermal
stimuli [39], all within a continuous 3D workspace and with a very high temporal
resolution. These high-dimensional stimuli are potentially capable of encoding a
lot of information through rapidly and finely re-configurable spatial, temporal
and intensity characteristics [61]. The device’s workspace and lack of physical
constraints on the stimuli means that stimuli do not necessarily need to be re-
stricted to a single point on the skin or even just the hand, but can potentially
target any exposed skin on the user’s body [24,79]. UMH interfaces are highly in-
teresting in the multi-modal context of augmented and virtual reality interaction
as they allow the generation of a wide variety not only of tactile sensations, but
also auditory stimuli as well as the levitation of particles. This provides poten-
tial for multi-sensory stimulation based on a single device [64,78]. The manner
in which UMH can support multimodal interaction are also discussed in detail in
chapters ”Opportunities for Multisensory Mid-Air Interactions Featuring Ultra-
sound Haptic Feedback” and ”Multimodal Interaction with Mid-Air Haptics”.
Finally, UMH device have the potential to be embedded within walls, tables
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[42], other furniture and objects [82] and even the headset [77] which can be
advantageous in terms of footprint, leaving the VR workspace unobstructed.

The present Chapter is intended to provide an overview of the current state
of research conducted at CNRS on the subject of integrating ultrasound mid-air
haptics to immersive virtual reality. This work is discussed in the context of the
broader state-of-the-art for UMH in the hopes of also serving as an introduc-
tion to UMH for researchers and designers hoping to apply this technology to
immersive interaction with virtual environments.

2 State-of-the-art and challenges for integrating UMH in
immersive VR

Some of the earliest proposed use-cases for UMH feedback concerned augmented
reality (AR) interactions which share many common aspects and challenges with
immersive VR. As early as 2009, Hoshi et al. [28] presented a proof-of-concept
integration of multiple focused ultrasound arrays, a hand tracking system and a
holographic visual display to add a tactile dimension to holograms. This was later
expanded upon in work by Inoue et al. [35] and Kimura et al. [43]. Augmented
reality screens with tactile feedback also feature prominently in early use-cases
for UMH [86,58,72]. More recently, this concept of touchable holograms has been
refined to leverage improved AR HMDs to deliver more complex visual feedback
and interface with more diverse external inputs, as seen e.g. in demonstrators by
Kervegant et al. [42] or the touchable bio-holograms from Romanus et al. [71].
Finally, a recent development has seen a shift from passive displays to interfaces
allowing manipulation with UMH feedback [53,49,43,85]. Please refer to chap-
ter “Touchless Tactile Interaction with Unconventional Permeable Displays” for
details on augmented-reality user interfaces as well as chapter “Superimposing
Visual Images on Mid-Air Ultrasound Haptic Stimulation” for a detailed discus-
sion of the challenge of congruence between vision and haptics in such systems.

As consumer VR headsets became more widely available, several proof-of-
concept interaction use-cases for UMH were developed specifically in VR. Hwang
et al. [34] presented the Airpiano, a VR piano playing simulation where key
presses were rendered through amplitude-modulated (AM) focal points projected
on the user’s fingertips. UMH has also been applied to enhancing VR gaming
experiences by providing abstract cues supporting the interaction [23] or sensa-
tions of supernatural phenomena [51]. In the domain of medical VR applications,
Karafotias et al. [41] explored the potential for using UMH feedback to support
applications for pain distraction, while Balint et al. [3] present a proof-of-concept
reconfigurable medical palpation simulation based on UMH feedback.

Fig. 1 highlights the categories of challenges relating to the integration of
UMH feedback to VR experiences. To synthesise insights from our work on
this topic, we can group the challenges we tackled into three categories: device
integration (red in Fig. 1), stimulus perception (blue in Fig. 1) and rendering
(yellow in Fig. 1).
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The challenge of device integration (see Sec. 3) relates to incorporating UMH
devices into VR interactions in a way that safely enables full use of the UMH
feedback device to support the VR interaction without degrading the interfaces
between any other input or feedback devices and the user. Our present work does
not explicitly tackle the subject of safety, however details on this can be found
in chapters ”Safety of High-Intensity Ultrasound” and ”Ultrasound Exposure in
Mid-Air Haptics”.

Along with properly integrating UMH devices into VR interaction, it is nec-
essary to understand how users perceive the generated stimuli (see Sec. 4). This
is critical to guide tactile rendering design, overcome inherent limitations to
UMH devices, and leverage cross-modal interactions which inevitably occur in
the multimodal context of immersive VR.

Finally, these insights into the relationship between stimulus design and per-
ceived haptic properties allow tackling of the challenges of rendering for VR
interaction (see Sec. 5). These are two-fold: on the one hand, we seek to under-
stand what properties of virtual objects and contacts can be effectively rendered
using UMH, and on the other, we seek to understand how to best render these
properties given the UMH stimulus design space and constraints. This discus-
sion on rendering will build on technical aspects of UMH rendering, a large part
of which are subsequently discussed in detail in chapters ”Introduction to Ul-
trasonic Mid-Air Haptic Effects”, ”Modulation Methods for Ultrasound Midair
Haptics”, ”Sound-Field Creation for Haptic Reproduction” and ”The Physical
Principles of Arrays for Mid-Air Haptic Applications”.

While our work has not tackled challenges beyond these three groups, further
aspects to consider with respect to integrating UMH feedback to VR interaction
have been studied by others, such as the need to understand users’ affective
responses to UMH stimuli [16,63] and the impact of UMH feedback on sense of
agency [13,17] (see also chapter “Opportunities for Multisensory Mid-Air Inter-
actions Featuring Ultrasound Haptic Feedback”). The following three sections
discuss each of the listed challenge groups, presenting topic-specific state-of-the-
art as well as a survey of the work conducted at CNRS on each of these topics.

3 Integrating UMH devices into the VR ecosystem

As shown in Fig. 1, interaction in immersive VR relies on a set of input devices
tracking the users position, state and receiving explicit input actions. These
inputs feed into a computer running the simulation of the VE in interactive
time (this usually means latency is kept below 75ms [83] and frame rates above
60fps). This simulation in turn generates outputs for the video, audio and haptic
feedback devices.

Proper UMH device integration into the interaction loop requires:

(1) Getting the UMH device to not impede user input and ensuring the input
devices provide adequate information for the simulation to generate relevant
outputs to the UMH device (see Sec. 3.1).
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(2) Ensuring the UMH device does not break immersion through its physical
footprint or the delivery of unwanted stimuli. Ensuring co-location and syn-
chronization between the UMH rendering of a virtual scene with other exist-
ing haptic, audio and visual renderings of the same scene, without degrading
the interface between any of the other feedback devices and the user.

(3) Ensuring the UMH devices’ rendering workspace adequately covers the VR
interaction workspace (see Sec. 3.3).

These challenges are addressed through a combination of hard- and software
design as well as adequate interaction design.

3.1 Integrating with input devices

Since the real environment and user’s body are hidden from the user in immersive
VR, it usually does not pose many constraints on the obtrusiveness of tracking
hardware. However, despite it having been shown that UMH feedback can in
some cases be delivered through fabric [79], UMH generally requires the user’s
skin to be unobstructed in order for the stimuli to be effectively delivered. This
poses certain constraints on the tracking hardware with regards to obtrusiveness,
both of the tracking devices themselves and of their fixation on the user’s skin.

Furthermore, the high freedom of spatial reconfigurability of UMH stimuli
means that the full potential of the technology is best achievable only if the user’s
pose is tracked with a high level of detail, i.e. the tracking system provides a high
number of degrees of freedom (DoF). This is especially challenging when it comes
to tracking the hands, which usually are the focus of interaction with UMH
devices, and present a high number of DoFs and relatively small anatomical
features. This challenge is more general to immersive VR and is usually tackled
through sensorized in-hand controllers (e.g. Valve Index Controllers3), tracking
gloves (e.g. ManusVR4) or hand exoskeletons (e.g. SenseGlove5) which provide
accurate high-DoF hand tracking over large VR workspaces. These solutions
however are mostly incompatible with UMH as they tend to completely occlude
the skin in the interaction region.

Another point to consider is that contrary to e.g. wearable devices, UMH
stimuli are generated in the VE world frame of reference. Thus, a relatively high
tracking accuracy is required to ensure UMH stimuli are actually delivered to the
target area on the user’s skin (corresponding to the area of virtual contact). This
requirement can be somewhat moderated by taking into account the relatively
low spatial precision of UMH stimuli. Focal points are perceptible up to a couple
of mm laterally in planes parallel to the array’s x-y plane and up to a couple
of cm vertically around the nominal focal point position. On the one hand,
this property can be an issue for rendering (which we discuss in more detail in
Sec. 5.1) but it can also be seen as an advantage with respect to requirements

3 https://www.valvesoftware.com/en/index/controllers
4 https://www.manus-vr.com/vr-products
5 https://www.senseglove.com/product/developers-kit/
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posed for tracking, as there is no reasonable argument for demanding sub-mm
accuracy in tracking if the rendering’s accuracy cannot follow.

To satisfy requirements towards integration with tracking hardware, most
literature solutions in AR and VR interaction rely on optical tracking systems,
as these share a similar requirement for unobstructed line-of-sight to the user’s
skin as UMH devices. These range from custom-built (e.g. [28,58]) to commer-
cial (e.g. Leap Motion6 used in [35,53,71]) tracking systems, and in the case of
AR interaction often leverage inside-out tracking capabilities provided by AR
headsets (e.g. the Hololens7 used in [42] or Magic Leap8 used in [71]).

The majority of work conducted at CNRS presented in this Chapter makes
use of the HTC Vive Pro system9 which uses outside-in optical tracking. In it,
multiple IR lasers projected from base stations placed around the edges of the VR
interaction zone scan the workspace and are picked up by active sensors within
the headset, controllers and trackers, allowing triangulation of the user’s body
parts and tracked objects. This type of tracker is rather bulky and usually used
with straps and is thus not ideal for UMH interaction as they require adequate
placement of the straps to keep interaction zones on the skin (e.g. the palm and
fingertips) unobstructed. However there are possibilities for creating adhesive
fixtures on the hairy skin, usually not a target for UMH, such as the one we
developed in the work by de Tinguy et al. [80]. Most of our use-cases focused on
single hand interactions [50,33,32], sometimes with additional input through a
handheld controller in the hand not interacting with UMH. The use of a tracker
allows input over a workspace of the size of the VR interaction zone, however
does not provide fine pose information for the hand.

Overall, because of the large interaction zones, 3D workspace and freedom of
user movement, accurate tracking - in particular of the hands - remains an open
challenge for haptics in VR interaction in general and even more so in UMH
feedback for VR because of the added constraint of keeping the skin free and
unobstructed to receive ultrasound tactile feedback.

3.2 Integrating with feedback devices

UMH feedback in VR appears to yield the most engaging results in congruent
multimodal contexts, where the relatively low-fidelity UMH sensations are sup-
ported with proper visual and auditory cues to create a compelling experience
[23,51] (see also chapters “Opportunities for Multisensory Mid-Air Interactions
Featuring Ultrasound Haptic Feedback” and “Multimodal Interaction with Mid-
Air Haptics”).

Integrating UMH into immersive VR likely relies on adequate co-location
and synchronisation of the UMH stimuli with the visual (see chapter “Superim-
posing Visual Images on Mid-Air Ultrasonic Haptic Stimulation”) and auditory

6 https://www.ultraleap.com/product/leap-motion-controller/
7 https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/hololens/hardware
8 https://www.magicleap.com/en-us/magic-leap-1
9 https://www.vive.com/us/product/#pro%20series
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stimuli provided through the HMD as well as other haptic stimuli from various
other haptic interfaces. While the extent of this reliance has not been studied
for UMH in particular (with the exception of [66], who show that some spatial
incongruence may be tolerated), it is reasonable to assume its existence based on
prior results on spatially (e.g. [75]) and temporally (e.g. [14]) incongruent stim-
uli when interacting with virtual environments. Achieving this co-location relies
on linking the UMH device frame of reference in which stimuli are positioned
with the VE world frame of reference in which other stimuli are positioned, and
can be achieved through an initial calibration. While this co-location does not
necessarily pose any technical issues with regards to visual or auditory stimuli,
co-location with other haptic stimuli can be problematic, either because the ac-
tuators delivering those stimuli obstruct the user’s skin at the target location,
or because of masking effects. We e.g. regularly observed masking effects when
providing simultaneous UMH and wearable vibrotactile feedback, even when the
latter was spatially removed from the site of UMH stimulation. We hypothesize
this is mainly due to the differences in stimulus intensities that are achievable be-
tween both technologies, however we have not yet been able to formally evaluate
this hypothesis.

Currently, all software dealing with correctly timing outputs for visual, audio
and haptic feedback needs to be developed from scratch, which can prove com-
plex due to the differences in frame rates and requirements between the feedback
devices. In order to generate inputs at the frequencies required by UMH devices’
transducers (currently usually 40kHz) and to guarantee the desired temporal
modulation of stimulus parameters, the generation of UMH stimuli needs to run
on a dedicated thread ensuring output frequency for commands to the device
is strictly respected. Considering that in addition, tracking input in immersive
VR applications is usually available at frame rates similar to those of the visual
feedback, it become apparent that a non-trivial oversampling problem needs to
be solved in order to generate UMH feedback that evolves in response to user
motion and input. Common solutions to the issue are to generate haptic stimuli
independent of user motion, i.e. in a passive manner (e.g. the stimuli used in the
perception experiments discussed in Sec. 4.2 [31,61]), to use pre-defined com-
plex stimulus patterns that are triggered by events in the VR interaction (e.g.
button-press feedback in [37] or the sensations corresponding to supernatural
phenomena in [51]), or to extract frame-rate-independent characteristic values
from the tracking input from which UMH feedback can be procedurally gener-
ated at whichever frequency is best suited to the UMH device. Such features
could e.g. either be user motion speed or the user’s estimated position with re-
spect to pre-defined virtual object features, as is the case in existing works on
UMH texture rendering [18,5]).

Beyond co-location and synchronisation of UMH stimuli with other sensory
inputs, it is necessary to ensure UMH devices do not generate unwanted stimuli
which may break immersion. By their very nature, UMH devices are somewhat
at an advantage over contact haptic devices in this regard as their contactless
operation guarantees that with adequate placement, they will not generate un-
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wanted haptic stimuli through contact with the actuator. However, UMH devices
can still generate unwanted haptic sensations through two mechanisms. The first
is the unintentional generation of airflow around the focal point. This point has
been addressed in early literature on UMH device design [28,86]. The second
is through the generation of side lobes, i.e. other potentially perceptible high-
pressure areas occurring in the device workspace due to its function principle.
This issue can be addressed to a certain extent through UMH device design
[68], or by using tracking input to activate UMH feedback only when the user is
reasonably close to the intended point of stimulation.

Aside from unintended haptic stimuli, UMH devices may produce unintended
auditory stimuli. This issue is somewhat secondary in immersive VR as users
generally wear headphones occluding outside sounds which may arise from device
operation. It can also be addressed to a certain extent through optimisations to
rendering algorithms [27].

It should be pointed out that on the topic of integration with other feedback
devices, UMH also brings key opportunities to interaction with virtual environ-
ments. For example in the context of AR, the absence of equipment on the user’s
hand allows seamless integration of the real and virtual visual cues in the in-
teraction area [42,71]. While this does not apply to integration with VR visual
feedback, as the user’s hand is fully occluded from view, it does apply to con-
current manipulation of tangible objects in a VR setting as the user’s hand is
kept free from any encumbering device. We plan to investigate this last point in
future works.

3.3 Workspace compatibility

Despite the reasonably large workspace of UMH devices and the ability to freely
place and move focal points within it, the workspace of ultrasound arrays rarely
matches the large size of VR interaction zones. It is therefore necessary to find
solutions to make these workspaces compatible.

This can be achieved either through software approaches, hardware approaches,
or any combination of both. Software approaches to this problem rely on design-
ing the VR interaction to fit within the rendering area of the focused ultrasound
array. This can mean shrinking the effective interaction area (e.g. [23,51]), or
leveraging redirection techniques. To the best of our knowledge, the latter have
not yet been explored for UMH feedback, but there is extensive literature on
the subject relating to passive haptic feedback (e.g. [9]) which may be applied
in this context. Hardware approaches on the other hand aim at enlarging the
actual workspace within which UMH feedback can be delivered. This has been
achieved through the use of multiple synchronised and larger arrays, an approach
discussed in detail in chapter “Sound-Field Creation for Haptic Reproduction”.
For example, Inoue et al. [35] developed a prototype UMH holographic display
using four arrays in a cubic arrangement to enable a stronger focus in the centre
and multi-directional stimuli. A similar arrangement was used in [43,85], and
another with larger arrays was used by [53]. More recently, passive acoustic re-
flectors have also been proposed to enlarge the workspace of an array without
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Fig. 2. The workspace compatibility problem: the rendering workspace of UMH devices
is usually small compared to the size of VR interaction spaces, limiting the set of virtual
objects for which UMH feedback can be provided (Left). This issue can be tackled
through software (Top right), hardware (Bottom right) or combined approaches.

increasing its complexity [2]. Finally, an alternative approach consists in mak-
ing the UMH arrays mobile, either by mounting them on the user [77] or onto
robotic manipulators, in an approach akin to encounter-type haptics [7].

To enlarge the rendering workspace of a UMH device, we have developed
an open-source robotic solution for making ultrasound arrays mobile called
PUMAH10 [33].

The device functions as a servo-driven pan and tilt mount for a focused
ultrasound array (see Fig. 3). The pan and tilt servomotors are HiTec HS645-MG
and HS625-MG11, respectively. We chose these for their low cost, high holding
torques of 0.94Nm and 0.66Nm and high rotation speeds of 300°/s and 400°/s,
respectively. The servomotors are driven using a Pololu Mini Maestro-2412 USB
servo controller board. The board is powered by a 5V, 2.4A DC power supply
and receives position commands generated within a VR application running
on a computer connected via USB. To limit unnecessary bandwidth usage and
computations on the microcontroller, updates to the target positions for both
axes are only sent if they differ from the previous target position, at a rate up
to the frame rate of the VR application (approx. 90Hz).

Pan and tilt error angles are computed based on the angular error between
the array normal and the vector from the device pivot (intersection of Pivotx
and Basez in Fig. 3) to a target defined on an application-specific basis. They are
then used as commands for the servomotors on each axis. Targets can range from
static positions in the VE coordinate frame to dynamic tracking of the user’s
hand. There are two main steps to integrate the device into a VR environment:
an initial calibration and a definition of the target orientation (e.g. through user
hand tracking). For calibration, we drive the device to the {0◦ tilt, 0◦ pan} po-

10 https://gitlab.com/h-reality/pumah
11 https://hitecrcd.com/products/servos
12 https://www.pololu.com/product/1356
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Fig. 3. Assembled (left) and exploded (right) view of the PUMAH. The array (1) is
mounted on an aluminium holding plate (2) using 3D-printed ABS clips at the corners
(3). The plate rotates around the xarr- axis (tilt) within an aluminium tubing and ABS
frame (4), which itself rotates around the device vertical axis zbase (pan). The axes are
driven by HiTec HS645-MG (5) and HS625-MG (6) servomotors. They are mounted
on bearings held within aluminium chassis (7), relieving the motor shafts of any radial
loads. The complete system is mounted on a 3D-printed ABS foot (8), which can be
screwed to a supporting structure or mounted on a tripod using M6 screws. Adapted
from [33].
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sition and acquire a known position and orientation of the device base using
an HTC Vive tracker. The virtual model of the device (and the virtual scene
elements built around it) are then rotated and translated such that they coin-
cide with positions of their real-world counterparts. Once the virtual and real
devices are aligned, a target in the workspace needs to be defined and its po-
sition computed or acquired through tracking. The vector between the device
pivot and target is computed at every frame. The tilt and pan angular errors
can be computed by projecting this vector onto the array y-z plane and device
base x-z-plane, respectively. To verify the correct execution of the tracking and
angle computations, the virtual model of the device is rotated accordingly, thus
acting as an ideal representation of our system’s target behavior. The computed
tilt and pan error angles are then translated into target pulse width modulation
(PWM) values for the servo-motors based on prior modelling of the relationship
between PWM and servo shaft angle.

Our hardware tests and human subject study in an ecological VR setting
(reported in [33]) show that a 14-fold increase in workspace volume is achievable,
with focal point repositioning speeds over 0.85m/s through device movement
alone, and with feedback accuracy below 18mm in the worst case scenario. We
also show that through repositioning of the array to better align it with the
user’s hand, the PUMAH enables significantly higher stimulus intensities to be
delivered throughout the interaction workspace.

Fig. 4. Interaction use-cases developed to showcase PUMAH’s capabilities: (a) Touch-
able holograms; (b) Virtual solar system; (c) Mid-air haptic fountain; (d) Haptic table-
tennis. Reproduced from [32].

We designed a set of interaction use-cases for PUMAH leveraging the device’s
capabilities in relation to extending the workspace (A and B in Fig. 4) and pro-
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viding multi-directional feedback (C and D in Fig. 4) [32]. At the same time, we
applied software approaches as previously discussed, designing the interactions
to naturally fit within the workspace provided by PUMAH.

Our use-cases are built as four distinct virtual scenes (see Fig. 4). All inter-
actible objects are placed inside the PUMAH’s workspace, and produce various
tactile sensations when the user’s hand avatar collides with them. All sensa-
tions are generated using Ultrahaptics’ Unity Core Asset13. To avoid collision
between the PUMAH and the user’s hand, solid virtual objects are placed in
the PUMAH’s location in most of the scenes. If the user’s hand gets too close
to the array, red bounding boxes are shown around the device position to warn
the user.

a) Touchable holograms: A holographic projector displays a circular menu of 4
shapes around it (see Fig. 4-A). Users use a Vive controller to navigate through
the menu of holograms. Fixed intensity vibrotactile feedback is provided when
the user’s hand collides with the virtual objects. To experience the increase in
workspace provided by the PUMAH, the scene also features a button allowing
switching between full use of the PUMAH’s workspace and use of only the static
array’s workspace.

b) Virtual Solar System: Here, the user can interact with three celestial bodies
within a model of the solar system (see Fig. 4-B). The sun is similar to the
touchable holograms, but also emits solar flares which can be felt as sweeping
vibrotactile sensations. For the earth, different sensations are produced when the
ocean or land are touched. Finally, the rings of saturn produce various impact
sensations.

c) Mid-air haptic fountain: A fountain is colocated with the PUMAH in the
virtual scene, allowing the user’s hand to interact with the flowing water from
various angles (see Fig. 4-C). The tactile sensation is continuously updated to
give an impression of water flow around the hand. This demo particularly show-
cases an application for multi-directional feedback enabled by the PUMAH.

d) Haptic table-tennis: Here, the PUMAH provides haptic feedback for a game of
VR ping-pong (see Fig. 4-D). Vibrotactile impacts are rendered with an intensity
proportional to the ball’s impact force on the hand. Because the virtual impacts
are so short, we render impacts as a decaying vibration on the hand over a few
frames following the actual virtual impact so as to enhance user’s perception of
the stimuli. This demo was meant to showcase an application or multi-directional
UMH feedback and the high device repositioning speed.

4 Perception of UMH stimuli

Because UMH interfaces are so novel, relatively little is known about the specifics
of how UMH stimuli are perceived, nor about the relationship between a stim-

13 https://developer.ultrahaptics.com/downloads/unity-plugin/
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ulus’ parameter and its perceptual qualities. Understanding both these points
is a critical challenge for all UMH applications, immersive VR included, for
three main reasons. First, it is a key step in determining the usable ranges and
discernible levels of stimulus parameters for rendering. Second, it can provide
crucial insights into ways for improving the perception of stimuli and overcom-
ing certain limits of UMH technology such as e.g. weak perceived intensity and
poor spatial definition of the stimuli. Finally, in the context of immersive VR or
other multi-modal applications, it is essential to understand how UMH stimuli
interact with other haptic, audio and visual stimuli in order to effectively design
interactions.

Early work on perception of UMH stimuli has found that UMH devices are
most effective at stimulating the glabrous skin, where they primarily stimulate
the Pacinian corpuscles, and as such UMH devices act essentially as vibrotactile
devices. There is some evidence that with the proper choice of stimulus param-
eters, UMH devices are also capable of stimulating non-glabrous skin [24], and
also activate Meissners corpuscles [24,62] as well as slow-adapting tactile recep-
tors [36]. Rakkolainen et al. [69] provide an overview of the state-of-the-art on
UMH stimulus perception which goes into more detail on these aspects.

To determine the usable ranges and discernible levels of UMH stimulus pa-
rameters, psychophysics studies are conducted with the aim of determining de-
tection and discrimination thresholds. Several studies have focused on this, with
some of our own work on the topic [31,50,61] discussed in more detail in the
present section, however given the complexity of UMH stimuli there is still much
to be discovered on this subject. We provide an in-depth overview of the state
of the art on the subject in the work published by Mulot et al. [61].

We have not directly tackled the topic of overcoming limitations of UMH de-
vices with regards to the perceived qualities of the stimuli. However, the frame-
work described in Sec. 4.1 is intended to simplify studies on the topic, such as
e.g. those conducted by Frier et al. [19,20] on the impact of sampling strategies
on perceived stimulus intensity.

Finally, the study of multimodal integration of UMH stimuli has not yet
been tackled by our team or most others working on the subject. A notable
exception to this is a recent publication by Pittera et al. [66] which investigated
the effect of presenting spatially incongruous visual and UMH feedback in VR,
showing that it can be used to generate the illusion of avatar ownership despite
the incongruence.

4.1 DOLPHIN: A framework for designing and studying perception
of UMH stimuli

A key takeaway from our work on perception of ultrasound tactile feedback was
that the high dimensionality of the stimulus design space makes the design and
study of ultrasound haptic stimuli a very complex task. Indeed, the choice of an
UMH stimulus’ shape, spatial, temporal and modulation parameters all interact
and impact a user’s perception of the stimulus properties as well as perceptual
thresholds. To efficiently explore perceptual implications of choices made within
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this design space, we developed DOLPHIN14 [61], an open-source framework
facilitating the design of UMH stimuli and designed to interface with 3rd party
rendering applications as well as perceptual evaluation tools (see Fig. 5).

Fig. 5. The DOLPHIN software framework for designing and studying perception of
UMH stimuli. Framework components are highlighted in blue, 3rd party components
in red. Arrows and their corresponding text show how the different parts are linked.
The core of the framework is a stimulus design tool providing full control over spatial,
temporal and intensity aspects of the stimuli in an accessible fashion. Export from the
design tool is possible in four formats corresponding to the shape (.GEOM), the sam-
pling strategy (.SAMP), or both (.GEOMSAMP, .PTLIST) with the generic .PTLIST
format intended for use in external tools. Stimulus files can be used in experiments or
third-party applications thanks to a reader program which sends data to the emitter
for rendering. Re-drawn from [61].

At the core of this framework is a stimulus designer tool (see Fig. 5) which
helps users configure UMH stimuli, controlling both their geometric shape prop-
erties as well as the sampling strategy used to render them. Expanding on the
concept introduced by Frier et al. [20], we define the combination of a spatial
discretization of an abstract shape and a set of rules for the temporal display
of order and intensity modulation of the resulting points as a sampling strategy
(see Fig. 6). Since all UMH stimuli based on focal points can be defined as a
temporal sequence of focal point locations in space, DOLPHIN’s approach to
stimulus design based on discretized geometries remains extremely general and
adaptable to almost any UMH rendering scenario.

As touched upon previously, an UMH stimulus has two main aspect. The first
concerns the stimulus’ spatial properties, i.e. its geometry and position in space
(see Fig. 6-A). Most of the time the shape can be represented as a parametric
function f : [0, 1]k → R3 whose number of parameters differs depending on the
specifics of the shape. For time-dependant shapes such as a rotating line, a time

14 https://gitlab.com/h-reality/dolphin
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Fig. 6. A sampling strategy represents the process of transforming an abstract geo-
metric shape (A) into a UMH stimulus (D1, D2) through 3 successive steps: spatial
discretization (B), definition of a temporal display order (C1 and C2 show two ex-
amples of this for the same spatial discretization), and overlay of a time-dependent
amplitude modulation (AM). D1 and D2 show the respective application of AM to C1
and C2, with the vertical axis representing time, weak intensities shown in blue and
high intensities shown in red. In this example, the dwell time is a third of the AM
period. Reproduced from [61].
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parameter can be included here. The second aspect of the UMH stimulus is
its sampling strategy (see Fig. 6). We define a set of N sampled points P s =
{qi, 0 ≤ i < N} s.t. ∀i,∃t1,i, ..., tk,i, qi = f(t1,i, ..., tk,i) as a point on the shape.
Based on this, the temporal sampling order can be formally defined as a finite
series P s,o = ((Pj , Tj))j where Pj ∈ P s for all j and Tj is the dwell time
on point Pj . A fully defined configuration is obtained for each timestep Ck =

(Pjk , Ik) where 0 ≤ jk < N and Ik =
p(Pj)

ppeak(Pj)
represents the pressure to peak

pressure ratio for the device at the position Pj , with p : R3 → R+. The sampling
strategy encompasses all information about how to sample a shape, transforming
a potentially continuous shape into a discrete and finite representation. Since the
sampling strategy itself is independent of the underlying abstract shape, a same
sampling strategy can be applied to different shapes.

DOLPHIN’s designer tool provides the user with information about the phys-
ical attributes of the designed stimulus, allows haptic previews of the designed
stimuli as well as numerous stimulus import and export functions for incremental
design and interfacing with 3rd party applications. A more detailed description
of the software’s inner workings and the interface with 3rd party applications is
presented in [61]. The framework’s objective is thus not only to accelerate the
design and psychophysics evaluation process, but also to lower the barriers of
entry to the field of UMH, ease communication in the field by standardizing the
stimulus design workflow, and ease replication of UMH perceptual experiments.

4.2 Perceptual thresholds

This section presents a summary of our team’s work on perceptual thresholds in
UMH, focusing on the need to determine usable ranges and discernible levels of
stimulus parameters for rendering.

All perception experiments described in the following used an identical set-
up, where subjects were seated in front of the array, with one of their hands
supported by an armrest, placed at a fixed height above the array (usually 10cm
to achieve maximum possible intensity or 20cm to allow the largest horizontal
extent of perceptible stimuli) with the palm parallel to the array plane. The array
used was an Ultraleap STRATOS Explore device, for which changes in intensity
ranging between 0% and 100% correspond to acoustic pressure at the focal point
between approx. 0–1125 Pa for stimuli centered in a plane 20cm above the array.
Subjects always wore noise-cancelling headphones playing pink noise to mask
the device operating noise. Instructions were displayed on a computer screen
placed directly in front of them, and they provided responses to the experimental
questions through a keyboard operated with their non-dominant hand.

Intensity Detection Thresholds All our experiments aimed at determining
detection thresholds used 1-up, 1-down staircase methods, with the threshold
estimate taken as the mean of the last 8 of 9 reversals. 15 healthy subjects (8
male, 7 female; ages 22-32 (M=25); 2 left-, 13 right-handed) participated in a
first experiment aimed at evaluating the 50%-detection threshold for a single
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focal point generated 20cm above the array using AM, both in a passive touch
(immobile hand) and an active touch (moving hand) condition (see Fig. 7-A).
The focal point’s amplitude was modulated at a frequency of 200Hz as this is
close to peak sensitivity for vibrotaction in humans.

Fig. 7. (A) Schematic of the stimulus and user hand placement. A fixed AM focal point
was generated at (0,0,20cm) in the array’s frame of reference, and the user’s hand was
either placed with the center of the palm fixed at the focal point position (passive touch
condition) or free to explore the plane at z=20cm in the array’s frame of reference. (B)
Mean subject 50%-detection threshold estimates for both conditions. Blue dots show
the actual values, boxes the interquartile range (IQR), the blue horizontal line shows
the median while the red lines show the mean plus or minus one standard deviation.
Adapted from [31].

We determined the 50%-detection threshold for a single focal point generated
with AM, finding it to be largely independent of hand movement and on average
between 48.7% and 49.5% intensity, i.e., approx. 560 Pa peak acoustic pressure
(see Fig. 7-B).

Our second experiment evaluated the detection threshold for a 15cm line
pattern rendered through spatio-temporal modulation (STM)[40]. Given that
user motion had no impact on AM focal point detection, we hypothesized this
to hold true for STM and only investigated an active condition. Instead, we
chose to investigate possible effects of line orientation relative to the hand. Sub-
jects were presented with lines aligned with the device x- or y-axis at a height
of 20 cm (see Fig. 8-A). We selected a focal point movement speed of 7 m/s,
which is close to the best perceived intensity [19]. The experiment was per-
formed in two parts: the first one investigated the detection threshold regardless
of the perceived pattern (50%-detection), while the second one investigated the
intensity required for users to reliably feel the displayed pattern as a line (50%-
identification threshold). Subjects responded to the binary questions “Did you
feel a stimulus?” and “Did you feel a line?” for the detection and identifica-
tion experiments, respectively. 7 healthy subjects (5 male, 2 female, ages 22-32
(mean: 27.2), all right-handed) participated in the STM detection thresholds ex-
periment, and 12 different healthy subjects (9 male, 3 female, ages 22-47 (mean:
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28.3), 11 right handed, 1 left handed) participated in the STM identification
thresholds experiment.

Fig. 8. (a) Schematic of the stimuli and user hand placement. 15cm STM lines were
displayed in a plane 20cm above the array in one of two possible orientations relative
to the user’s hand. (b) Mean subject 50% detection (yellow) and identification (blue)
thresholds. The boxplots show the median, IQR and total spread of values while the
horizontal red lines show the mean for all subjects. Adapted from [31].

For both the 0◦ and 90◦ orientations, the measured identification thresholds
are well above the detection thresholds (median 46% for identification vs. median
29.6% for detection in 0◦, median 47.8% for identification vs. median 31% for
detection in 90◦). Pairwise comparisons between these thresholds in the 0◦ and
90◦ orientations show these differences to be significant with p<0.05 and p<0.01
respectively (Wilcoxon rank-sum tests).

Intensity discrimination We conducted an intensity discrimination experi-
ment for STM stimuli on the palm in the context of the evaluation of an approach
for rendering virtual object stiffness with UMH (see also Sec. 5.2) [50].

Subjects performed an experiment in VR which consisted in comparing the
stiffness of two virtual pistons. Each virtual piston was modeled as a 1-D spring
following Hooke’s law. Whenever a user touched the piston, the system simu-
lated a spring-like feedback, where the pressure generated at the focal point by
the array was defined by p = k(z0 − z) + p0 if the user touched the piston, 0
otherwise. k is the simulated stiffness of the piston (in Pa/m, sound pressure
over displacement), z the current stroke of the piston, z0 = 30 cm its free length,
∆z = z0 − z its current travel, and p0 = 146.87 dB SPL (441 Pa) the absolute
detection threshold we registered at 30 cm (when ∆z = 0). The pistons were
fully compressed at z = 20 cm (∆zmax = 10 cm). The stimulus was rendered
as a small STM circle parallel to the array plane centered on the centroid of the
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piston’s upper plate (see Fig. 9-(A)). When the user interacts with the piston,
this point coincides with the center of the user’s palm.

Twenty subjects (16 males, 4 females, ages 21-29 (M=24), all right-handed)
participated in the experiment. They viewed the virtual environment, composed
of a virtual piston placed on a black table, through an HTC Vive VR headset, and
used a HTC Vive controller held in their non-dominant hand to enter responses
to the experimental question (see Fig. 9-(B)).

Three differences of piston stiffness |kref−ktest| were possible: 0.001176 N/mm,
0.001764 N/mm and 0.002353 N/mm, corresponding to the absolute values of
the difference of the possible stiffness of the test piston vs. those of the reference
piston.

The order of presentation of the two pistons was counterbalanced: every
couple of pistons was presented in all orders. The starting reference was also
alternated to ensure that fatigue did not influence the last block. Thus, subjects
were presented with 90 trials per reference stiffness (270 in total), divided into
5 blocks of 6 trials in a randomized order for each block.

Fig. 9. Intensity discrimination experiment: (A) Schematic of the feedback design, the
user feels an STM stimulus centered on their palm as they interact with a virtual
piston. The intensity goes from its minimum values at a height of 30cm above the
board to its maximum at a height of 20cm above the board. (B) Experimental set-up
and view of the VE through the HTC Vive HMD. Users hold their dominant hand
outstretched over a table holding the UMH device to press on the virtual piston, while
wearing noise cancelling headphones to avoid any bias due to device operating noise.
Reproduced from [50].

Fig. 10 shows the psychometric functions obtained for each of the three con-
sidered references stiffnesses. For the reference stiffness Kref1, we obtained a
75%-Just Noticeable Difference (JND) value of 20% and the Point of Subjective
Equality (PSE) at +2.16%. For Kref2, the 75%-JND was of 32% and PSE of
+3.65%. Our results for Kref3 differed from the others as we were not able to
reach proportions of correct answers close to 1 on the right-hand side of the
curve. This could have been due to the pressure being delivered at Kref3 being
close to the device maximum output (at 80% of the maximum). Also in this
condition, subjects often reported feeling the displayed shape changing from a
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circle into something else. We therefore evaluated the psychometric only taking
into account the stiffness intensities for which users reported feeling a circular
shape (blue points in Fig. 10), yielding a 75%-JND of 18% and PSE of +0.58%.

Fig. 10. Psychometric curves for the three reference stiffness values, fitting a cumu-
lative Gaussian to the data. We plot the proportion of correct answers as a function
function of the percentage increase in stiffness with respect to the reference kref,i. The
vertical dashed and solid lines represent the PSE and the 75%-JND, respectively. Error
bars represent standard deviation. Adapted from [50].

Line orientation discrimination In our experiments, subjects repeatedly re-
ported a certain degree of confusion regarding the orientation of STM lines,
especially those rendered at lower intensities. This prompted us to investigate
line orientation discrimination performance and the effect of intensity on it. Al-
though subject’s hand movement was not found to impact detection thresholds,
we hypothesized that it may impact discrimination of orientations.

Subjects were presented with a randomized sequence of lines in four different
orientations, α = f0◦; 45◦; 90◦; 135◦, at three different intensity levels, a low-
intensity level (54% of maximum intensity), an intermediary intensity level (77%
of maximum intensity), and a high intensity level (100% of maximum intensity).
For each stimulus they were asked to attribute it to one of the four possible ori-
entations. The low intensity level was chosen to be above the 50%-identification
threshold of 90% of the sample population (see Sec. 4.2).
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Subjects performed two trial blocks with 120 trials each (10 for each pair
of intensity and orientation levels), one block in a passive touch condition, one
in an active touch condition. 10 healthy subjects (8 male, 2 female, ages 22-44
(M=27.2), all right handed) participated in the study.

We obtained confusion matrices for each intensity level (see Fig. 11). Overall,
the majority of orientations were correctly identified. 0◦ lines were occasionally
confused with 45◦ or 135◦, but never with 90◦ lines (both in active and passive
conditions). The most confused orientation is 135◦ with 90◦. A 2-way ANOVA
showed neither orientation, nor intensity, nor interactions between both signifi-
cantly affect correct identification rates.

Analysing the effect of intensity and condition (passive vs. active) on correct
identification rates for the 0◦ orientation, a 2-way ANOVA showed a significant
effect of condition (p < 0.01) on discrimination accuracy. No other significant
effect were observed, except for the confusion rate between orientations 0◦ and
90◦, where a significant effect of the condition on the confusion rate (p < 0.05)
was found. The confusion rate between orientations 90◦ and 135◦ was also sig-
nificantly affected by the interaction between intensity and condition (p < 0.1).

Fig. 11. Mean confusion matrices for each condition. Correct identification rates are
highlighted in green. The most prevalent confusions are highlighted in orange, the
second most prevalent in yellow. Reproduced from [31].

Curvature discrimination We conducted a user study on the effect of sam-
pling strategy parameters on curvature discrimination [61] for dynamic tactile
pointers [25] displaying arcs of four possible curvature radii across the width of
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the subject’s hand for a fixed duration of two seconds. 19 volunteers (2 f., 16 m.,
1 non-binary, mean age ± std = 23 ± 3.4), all right-handed) participated in the
experiment. The four different ratios of curvature radii to hand width were equal
to 1

π (semi-circle), 3
2π ,

5
2π ,∞ (straight line). For the computations, the radius to

hand width ratio for the straight line was set to 1.99 which is the smallest ratio
ensuring the height difference at the edge of the hand remained smaller than the
radius of a focal point (see Fig. 12).

We evaluated five sampling strategies with different numbers of spatial sam-
pling points (n = 10, 50, 200, 400, and 800), resulting in dwell times on each
point of t = 2

n seconds. Based on Hajas et al.’s work [25], the static amplitude
modulation frequency was set to 200 Hz. Each stimulus was displayed 10 cm
above the array and the tactile pointer always moved from the thumb side to-
wards the pinkie.

Fig. 12. Curvature discrimination experiment stimuli: (A) We used four different cur-
vature radii for curves scanning across the hand from the thumb towards the pinkie (as
indicated by the red arrow). The curvatures were defined in relation to subject hand
width whand using a ratio k such that r = k.whand. (B) In theory, the flat line stimulus
would require k = +∞, however in practice we consider a curve to be effectively flat if k
is sufficiently large so as to ensure that the difference in height between the centre and
end of a curve is inferior to the diameter of a focal point �FP (yielding k ≥ 1.99). Each
curve was uniformly divided into n spatial sampling points (n = 10, 50, 200, 400, and
800). In the interest of readability, only the sampling points for stimuli with n = 10
are graphically represented by the purple dots.
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The experiment was divided into five blocks corresponding to each of the five
studied sampling strategies. Each block followed a two-alternatives forced choice
protocol where pairs of stimuli with different curvatures were presented with a
1.5 s break between them, after which users had to indicate which felt closest
to a straight line. Stimulus pairs were repeated three times per block, yielding
a total of thirty-six trials per block. The pair order within blocks and the order
of blocks were randomized.

Fig. 13. Experiment results. (A-E) Examples of cumulative Gaussian curves fit to a
single subject’s results for each strategy, with one curve fit per reference stimulus. The
proportions of “stimulus flatter than reference” answers from the user are plot against
the Weber fraction in curvature. For a stimulus with radius ri, the curvature ci is
defined as 1

ri
and the Weber fraction with stimulus 1 as a reference is defined as c2−c1

c1
.

JND estimates for this strategy are reported on the left. (F) Box plot of the mean
JNDs obtained for each strategy, using the average of the four JNDs corresponding to
the different reference stimuli for each user and strategy. Red lines represent the mean
and one standard deviation. Adapted in part from [61].

For each user and each strategy, we plotted the proportion of ‘stimulus is
flatter than the reference’ answers against the relative difference in curvature for
each of the four references, as shown in Fig. 13. For a reference stimulus with
radius r1 and test stimulus with radius r2, the x value corresponding to the pair
was c2−c1

c1
, where ci = 1

ri
corresponds to the curvature of an arc with radius ri.

We added the hypothetical point at (0, 0.5) corresponding to a fully random an-
swer when both stimuli are identical. We then fitted the set of observations with
a cumulative gaussian centered on 0 and used the curves to calculate the 75%-
JND estimate in curvature for this user, strategy and reference. The obtained
JND is thus expressed as the Weber fraction in curvature (see Fig. 13).

Outlier JND values (values greater than Q75% + 1.5IQR where Q75% is the
75% quartile and IQR is the interquartile) were removed, yielding mean subject
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JND distributions for each stategy (see Fig. 13-F). These distributions were
assumed to be normal (Shapiro-Wilk test did not reject H0 with p > 0.05
for all five distributions). We therefore performed an ANOVA which revealed
no significant difference between strategies in terms of mean resulting JND in
curvature (F= 1.676, p = 0.165). We conclude that when designing dynamic
tactile pointers, the number of points used for the sampling strategy does not
have a significant impact on users’ ability to discriminate arc curvatures. The
mean JNDs obtained were 0.98, 0.98, 1.33, 1.05 and 1.11 for the strategies with
n = 10, 50, 200, 400 and 800 points respectively.

The presence of success rates above 50% in most cases shows that curvature
discrimination is indeed possible for UMH dynamic tactile pointers, regardless
of the sampling strategy used for rendering. However, curvature discrimination
still appeared rather complex to perform on the haptic stimuli alone, echoing
prior results on shape identification and discrimination for UMH. The number
of spatial sampling points (and thus the dwell time per point) did not appear to
significantly impact discrimination performance, meaning that UMH stimulus
designers have more freedom when designing such stimuli as the strategy will
likely not adversely impact stimulus discrimination.

5 UMH Rendering

Challenges relating to UMH rendering for immersive VR are two-fold. On the one
hand, it is necessary to understand what properties of the VE and interaction
between user and VE can be rendered using UMH, in a way that supports
interaction by providing immediate, informative feedback and increases realism
by accurately representing the VE’s underlying processes. And on the other,
using insights gleaned from the study of stimulus perception, it is necessary to
understand how to best render said properties.

As discussed previously, a core component of UMH stimuli is their spatial
and geometric properties (see Sec. 4.1). In the context of 3D immersive VR
interaction, a fundamental aspect of rendering virtual objects with UMH is thus
to render their 3D shape [47,45,44,52] and position in space, i.e. to render spatial
information about contacts.

Beyond this, UMH has also been applied to rendering tactile surface prop-
erties such as textures [59,18,5]. In the first example [59], the authors modulate
the waveform for an AM focal point projected on the finger to provide different
textures to holographic UI elements. Freeman et al. [18] presented a method
for rendering macroscopic texture features by varying the motion path of an
STM focal point, along with its intensity, modulation waveform and frequency
as well as the STM shape draw frequency. In the last examples [5], the authors
present a method for extracting STM draw frequency and intensity parameters
from graphics textures. These are then applied to a small circle projected on
the fingertip as the user explores the visually rendered textures in AR or VR to
provide different levels of perceived roughness.
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It is important to note that existing work on texture rendering focuses on
congruence between tactile and visual stimuli rather than on perceived realism
of the tactile textures per se. As such, an application of these methods to VR
should always consider the limitation that while UMH texture feedback may help
create a coherent multi-modal experience, it may not have much in common with
the represented real-world equivalent texture.

Because of the freely movable nature of UMH stimuli, early research on ren-
dering also focused on rendering motion. This has been achieved by sequentially
displaying AM focal points (e.g. [29,30,84]), adequate selection of STM draw fre-
quency (e.g. [22,25]) or even tactile illusions [65]. While each of these methods
has been shown to be effective, they are not specific to immersive VR. Interac-
tion with virtual objects in motion can be relatively easy to design from scratch
based on the research cited above or by e.g. making use of Ultraleap’s Sensation
Editor15 which provides preset sensations with motion patterns. These stimuli
can be easily ported to VR environments using Ultraleap’s Unity Core Asset16.
Stimuli incorporating motion have been showcased in VR demos using UMH
feedback [23,51].

Since UMH relies on a fluid coupling between the actuator and the skin
(vibrations and pressure are transmitted through the air), physical properties
that can be rendered in an ecological manner encompass interactions with fluids
([4,38]). Barreiro et al. [4] simulate the pressure field on the surface of the skin
as a result of the hand coming into contact with virtual fluids, then use a custom
algorithm to extract an STM stimulus path and intensity modulation from the
data in interactive time. While this example is implemented with the virtual
scene displayed on a screen, there are no inherent limitations to porting the
visual display to a HMD and thus applying them to immersive VR. Jang et
al. [38] propose an alternative particle-based fluids simulation from which they
extract modulation parameters for multiple AM focal points projected on the
user’s hand. They demonstrate the function of this approach in an immersive
VR use-case where users interact with various liquid streams, sprays, rainfall or
fountains.

Finally, UMH feedback has also largely been applied to the rendering of ab-
stract information to support interaction. Some of these cues are purely abstract
(e.g. [15,6]), others are designed to be evocative of underlying virtual mechanism
(e.g. mid air buttons [37]). Dzidek et al. [15] design and evaluate a set of abstract
UMH stimuli to support a wide range of interactions in an AR demonstrator.
Van den Bogaert et al. [6] present a study on the selection of abstract UMH pat-
terns intended for providing users with feedback when interacting with menus
in mid-air in AR. Their study demonstrate a notable preference for relatively
simple stimulus design when the aim is to support interaction, with a strong
focus on the use of stimulus intensity and temporal parameters (continuous vs.
discrete) as rendering parameters. In a VR application, Frutos-Pascual et al.
[21] demonstrate the usefulness of abstract UMH feedback cues to the palm to

15 https://developer.ultrahaptics.com/downloads/sensation-editor/
16 https://developer.ultrahaptics.com/downloads/unity-plugin/
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indicate successful grasping of virtual objects, in particular during manipulation
of smaller objects.

Building on the understanding of stimulus perception discussed in Sec. 4,
we are interested in understanding what properties of interactions with virtual
objects can be effectively rendered with mid-air ultrasound haptics. On this
topic, we have explored the use of stimulus intensity to encode information about
shape and stiffness of virtual objects.

5.1 Rendering Local Shape

As previously discussed, the ability to rapidly move the focal point in the UMH
device’s 3D workspace makes it an ideal candidate for rendering shape and geo-
metric features. As such, STM patterns displayed in planes parallel to the device
can be perceived relatively accurately, as the extent of the perceptible high pres-
sure region around the focal point is usually considered to be on the order of
one wavelength of ultrasound in air, i.e. approx. 8mm (see Fig. 14-left). However,
due to the function principle of focused ultrasound arrays, these perceptible high
pressure regions around the focal point tend to extend vertically over heights up
to several cm, meaning that rendering small changes in height of a shape above
the board is compromised, as close to the focal point path, these are completely
masked by the vertical elongation of the focal point (see Fig. 14-right). It should
also be noted that even in the most favorable case, i.e. rendering a shape in a
plane parallel to the device, shape identification performance has been shown
to be quite poor [74], although some methods have been proposed to improve it
(e.g. [25]).

We therefore proposed rendering such local shape features along the array’s
z-axis by keeping the focal point path in a plane parallel to the device, but
varying the stimulus intensity along that path to generate the illusion of bumps
or holes as the user explores the stimulus [31] (see Fig. 15-left).

We investigated the effectiveness of this rendering approach by performing
a shape identification experiment in which users had to identify a given pattern
among 5 possible shapes: a bump, a hole, and three lines of different intensities
(low, medium and high) acting as confounders. Similar to our perception exper-
iments on STM shape detection and identification thresholds (see Sec. 4.2), we
once again performed a preliminary investigation into potential effects of line
orientation on shape identification performance (see Fig. 15-right).

For this initial investigation, we chose to use the largest possible difference
between baseline and peak intensity for the bump and hole patterns to maximise
chances of correct identification.

12 healthy subjects (8 male, 4 female; ages 23-30 (M = 25:3); 10 right-handed,
2 left-handed) took part in the experiment. They performed two blocks of 90
trials, with blocks divided according to pattern orientation, and 30 trials occur-
ring for each possible shape. The order of trials was fully randomized and the
block order counterbalanced.

Overall, our results showed that identification rates were well above chance
(30% correct) for all shapes in both considered orientations, indicating that
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Fig. 14. Examples of shapes rendered in (A) a plane parallel to the device and (B) a
plane perpendicular to the device. The red dotted line shows the focal point path while
the yellow area schematically represents the area in which a stimulus is perceptible. As
the user’s hand explores the shapes close to the focal point path, it becomes obvious that
lateral deviations of this path within a plane parallel to the device (A) can relatively
easily be detected whereas vertical deviations within a plan perpendicular to the device
(B) cannot.

Fig. 15. (Left) Proposed rendering concept for small changes in height of a shape above
the board: shapes are rendered as STM patterns within a plane parallel to the device,
while the intensity of the focal point is varied as a function of the linear coordinate
along the shape. Drops in intensity are expected to be perceived as holes while increases
in intensity are expected to be perceived as bumps. (Right) Stimuli used for our user
study evaluating this approach: Subjects were presented with one of five patterns (hole,
3 lines of different intensities, bump) in one of two possible orientations. Adapted in
part from [31].
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subjects were capable of correctly attributing the stimuli to the intended shapes.
However confusion rates between presented shapes ranged from 9.7% (confusion
between bumps and holes) to as high as 25.3% (confusion between bumps and
lines), indicating that the rendering approach is currently insufficient to reliably
generate the desired percepts, at least with UMH feedback alone. Similarly to
our prior study on STM line detection thresholds, shape orientation did not
appear to have a significant impact on identification or confusion of shapes. A
detailed analysis of identification and confusion rates is presented by Howard et
al. ([31]).

While these results highlight certain limitations of this rendering approach,
they are nonetheless encouraging as performances were well above chance level
in the studied haptic-only identification task. In the future we wish to investigate
how congruent visual stimuli may affect perceived realism of the haptic shapes
and possibly increase shape identification performance.

5.2 Rendering Stiffness

We applied insights into the discrimination of intensities discussed in section
4.2 to rendering stiffness of virtual elements through the variation of stimulus
intensity proportionally to the virtual reaction force. It should be kept in mind
that this approach to rendering stiffness differs from actual force feedback as one
would obtain from interacting with a real stiff object or e.g. a grounded force
feedback device, simply because there is no solid boundary resisting the user’s
motion. Similar to the prior discussion on texture roughness rendering, this ap-
proach to rendering stiffness aims at creating a perceptually coherent evocation
of stiffness rather than rendering it in a manner true to life. However, when asked
whether the sensation delivered by the UMH device in the study discussed in
Sec. 4.2 resembled stiffness, 80% of subjects responded that it did. The remain-
ing 20% could not clearly describe the physical nature of the stimulus but still
recognized an increase in force. When asked to describe the sensations they felt,
answers ranged from “feeling a real piston” to feeling a “stream”, “circular air
flows”, and “some kind of resistance”. It therefore appeared reasonable that this
approach to rendering could elicit a perceptual experience which was coherent
with the idea of virtual object stiffness.

The perceptual study conducted on intensity discrimination (see Sec. 4.2)
showed that users could not only discriminate between three and five intensity
levels within the perceptible range, but also correlated changes in perceived
intensity during pressing of a virtual object with the object’s stiffness. This
rendering approach was therefore implemented in a 4-part VR use-case (see
Fig. 16). The first depicted a scene at a carnival fair featuring a pump for inflating
virtual balloons (see Fig. 16-A). Users inflated the balloon by repeatedly pressing
on the pump. A small STM circle of varying intensity was displayed at the
contact location between the virtual piston’s handle and the user’s hand, with
the intensity gradually increasing as the pressure inside the balloon increases,
providing the user with the feeling of a pump with increasing stiffness.
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Fig. 16. Four VR scenes exemplifying our approach to rendering stiffness of virtual
objects: (A) Users inflate balloons at a carnival fair by pressing on a piston whose
stiffness increases proportionally to the balloon’s inflation; (B) Users play a virtual
piano. The action of pressing down on the keys is rendered using an STM stimulus,
and the key’s stiffness (a function of its place in the register) affects the stimulus
intensity; (C) Virtual medical palpation: users are instructed to find stiffer parts on
a virtual patient’s abdomen based on the STM stimulus used to render the contact;
(D) Virtual puzzle game requiring users to press down on identical-looking blocks in
ascending order of stiffness to unlock a treasure. Adapted from [50].

The second use-case implemented a scenario similar to that presented by
Hwang et al. [34], presenting a small 1-octave virtual piano whose octave could
be lowered or raised using a pair of virtual buttons on the side (see Fig. 16-B).
Real piano keys are generally weighted, with a higher key stiffness for the lower
register and lower stiffness for the higher register. We render four octaves, each
with a variable degree of stiffness rendered through a small STM circle projected
on the user’s fingertip when it contacts a key.

The third use-case presents a proof of concept of an application to virtual
medical palpation (see Fig. 16-C), where users can palpate a virtual character’s
abdomen, sensing regions of different stiffness in a task where they are instructed
to point out the stiffer regions than the surrounding tissue.

Finally, a last use case presents a virtual treasure-hunt game in a fantasy
setting where users must press on four blocks in order of increasing stiffness in
order to unlock the treasure (see Fig. 16-D). The blocks are visually identical,
forcing the user to rely purely on the haptic feedback to solve the puzzle.

While functional, this approach is still somewhat limited by multiple factors.
First, the usable intensity ranges for UMH stimuli is generally quite restricted.
For example, with the Ultraleap Stratos Explore17 device used in our work, given
the detection thresholds (see Sec. 4.2) and JNDs for stiffness (see Sec. 4.2), it is

17 https://www.ultraleap.com/product/stratos-explore/
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expected that only up to five levels of stimulus intensity can be distinguished. In
the future it may be possible to increase this resolution by using more powerful
devices or possibly using other parameters such as e.g. STM draw frequency [19]
to increase the stimulus’s apparent intensity. An additional limitation comes
from the fact that for stimuli whose base intensity was above 162.43 dB SPL,
users no longer appeared to be able to discriminate intensity in a way that fit
observations made at lower intensities as the perceived nature of the sensation
changed from appearing as a small circle to something entirely different [50].
Further investigation into the acoustic phenomena occurring in this situation
may provide solutions for overcoming this issue.

6 Conclusion and Perspectives

This Chapter presented a brief overview of research conducted at CNRS-IRISA
on the topic of bringing ultrasound mid-air haptic (UMH) feedback to virtual
reality interactions, within the context of the broader state of the art of UMH
for 3D user interfaces both in augmented and in virtual reality.

We tackled three groups of challenges, relating to device integration, stimulus
perception and rendering, with the aim of better understanding the contributions
UMH can make to immersive VR experiences, as well as to propose and evaluate
novel approaches for designing these interactions.

This work has yielded a novel robotic system aimed at enlarging a UMH
interface’s workspace, making it more compatible with the requirements of im-
mersive VR [33]. It also led to the development of a software framework facilitat-
ing the design and evaluation of UMH stimuli [61] as well as numerous insights
into UMH stimulus perception [31,50,60,61]. Finally, some novel rendering ap-
proaches for virtual object properties based on stimulus intensity variation were
also proposed [31,50].

There is still much to be learned on the topic of integrating UMH into im-
mersive VR. Fundamentally, the absence of physical contact in UMH interaction
as well as the characteristics of UMH stimuli provide both limitations that need
to be worked around and opportunities for designing unique immersive VR in-
teraction techniques.

We plan to extend our work on adapting the workspace of UMH devices to
VR interactions, through hard- and software solutions that will enable e.g. novel
bi-manual and fine manipulations with UMH feedback. There are also many
exciting avenues for exploration on the use of UMH with concurrent haptic feed-
back, and manipulation combining UMH with tangible objects. Approaches of
this type could allow to complement UMH stimulus properties and overcome
the technology’s limitations, however they pose major challenges both in terms
of device integration and rendering. Finally, there is also a need to investigate
solutions to effectively overcome issues associated with the physical footprint of
UMH devices, through e.g. approaches to collision avoidance in VR and visual
occlusion in AR. Many of the technical aspects of rendering and integration
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touched upon in this chapter will become clearer in the upcoming chapters fo-
cused on the theory, technological implementation and safety of UMH.

On the topic of UMH stimulus perception, there is still much to be learned
from the psychophysical study of UMH stimuli. Even more importantly, it will be
necessary to study cross-modal interactions between UMH and other haptics, as
well as between UMH, visual and auditory feedback, as immersive VR interaction
is inherently multi-modal. The next chapter (chapter“Multimodal Interaction
with Mid-Air Haptics”) will tackle this aspect in more detail.

These insights will lead to the development of many novel approaches and ap-
plication scenarios for UMH rendering. Furthermore, there is an urgent need for
investigating novel interaction techniques and metaphors to leverage the unique
properties and compensate for the limitations of UMH technology.

The development of more advanced VR interaction techniques leveraging
UMH will open up perspectives for studying the impact of UMH on virtual
interaction performance, user immersion and presence, as well as embodiment
towards virtual avatars and factors relating to user engagement and affect.
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